PHM

Predictive Health Monitoring

If you’re in charge of asset management, you spend a lot of your time between a
rock and a hard place. You’re tasked with minimizing costs related to the
maintenance and upkeep of your mission critical equipment, but the minute an
actual breakdown occurs, the meter is running on lost revenue and productivity.
In an increasingly competitive landscape, a “run to failure” strategy isn’t an option,
but if you're like most companies, “condition based maintenance”, or CBM, hasn’t
lived up to the hype. It can be a huge challenge to collect usable, accurate data
that measurably impacts your bottom line in a way that lives up to expectations.

“The minute an actual breakdown occurs, the
meter is running on lost revenue and
productivity.”

“Using our Predictive Health Monitoring
Framework... we can help you assess and
optimize your CBM investment”

At Clockwork Solutions, we understand the challenges you’re up against and we’ve
built our organization from the ground up to provide the most comprehensive set
of services and tools you’ll find anywhere. Using our Predictive Health Monitoring
Framework, built to support CBM evaluations for the US Army Aviation community,
Honeywell, and Schlumberger, we can help you assess and optimize your CBM
investment:

•

Do your sensors actually capture the right data to detect problems in your
asset’s systems before they happen?

•

Can the condition be detected far enough in advance to take advantage of
the information?

•

What should your real-world estimate of potential ROI for a fully developed
CBM capable system be before you invest?

Time is money. Check out Clockwork’s CBM services and range of predictive
analytics products and see what running like Clockwork can mean for your
operation and your bottom line.

“See what running like Clockwork can mean
for your operation and your bottom line.”
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